Detailed microscopic unfolding pathways of an α-helix and a β-hairpin: direct observation and molecular dynamics.
We present a combined experimental and computational study of unfolding pathways of a model 21-residue α-helical heteropeptide (W1H5-21) and a 16-residue β-hairpin (GB41-56). Experimentally, we measured fluorescence energy transfer efficiency as a function of temperature, employing natural tryptophans as donors and dansylated lysines as acceptors. Secondary structural analysis was performed with circular dichroism and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Our studies present markedly different unfolding pathways of the two elementary secondary structural elements. During thermal denaturation, the helical peptide exhibits an initial decrease in length, followed by an increase, while the hairpin undergoes a systematic increase in length. In the complementary computational part of the project, we performed microsecond length replica-exchange molecular dynamics simulations of the peptides in explicit solvent, yielding a detailed microscopic picture of the unfolding processes. For the α-helical peptide, we found a large heterogeneous population of intermediates that are primarily frayed single helices or helix-turn-helix motifs. Unfolding starts at the termini and proceeds through a stable helical region in the interior of the peptide but shifted off-center toward the C-terminus. The simulations explain the experimentally observed non-monotonic variation of helix length with temperature as due primarily to the presence of frayed-end single-helix intermediate structures. For the β-hairpin peptide, our simulations indicate that folding is initiated at the turn, followed by formation of the hairpin in zipper-like fashion, with Cα···Cα contacts propagating from the turn to termini and hairpin hydrogen bonds forming in parallel with these contacts. In the early stages of hairpin formation, the hydrophobic side-chain contacts are only partly populated. Intermediate structures with low numbers of β-hairpin hydrogen bonds have very low populations. This is in accord with the "broken zipper" model of Scheraga. The monotonic increase in length with temperature may be explained by the zipper-like breaking of the hairpin hydrogen bonds and backbone contacts.